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vide a gravity-sriented satellik in  which a single damper 
3,282,532 rod arves to damp oscillaljons a b u t  ail of the three ortho- 
STABIILEZATIIOPS OEz GRAVPm OBIENTED gonal axes of pitch, roll, and yaw. flbviously, the single- 
SATELLITES damper-rod solution is less expensive, more reliable and Bruce E. Tinling and Vernon K. Mewick, Lo8 Altos Hills, t; l$hler *ban the system two damper rods. Calif., assignors to the United States of America as By way of brief descripbion a satellite to be represented by the Administrator of the National Aero* 
nautics and Space Administration invention is constructed to have a first axis of minimum 
Filed July 27, 1964, Ser. No, 385,527 moment of inertia, a second axis of maximum moment 
14 Claims. (CI. 244--1) of inertia at right angles to  said first axis, and a single 
$0 damper rqd pivotally attached to the main body of the 
The invention described sherein may be manufactured tjatellite, The damper rod, o r  auxiliary body, is a part 
and used by or for the Government of  the United States 04 the satellite an# wntributes t o  the formation of tbe 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- axes of  minimwn and maximum moment of inertia of 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. the wmposite satellite structure, Damping means are 
This invention relates to  the stabilization of satellites 18 provided to damp oscillations of the sod relative to the 
and more particularly to the passive stabilization of gravity main body of the satellite. The main body of the satel- 
oriented satellites. lite is so  constmcted and the damper rod is so attauhed 
In many satellite uses it is essential that some means ahat in its equilibrium ,psition the damper rod is a t  an 
be provided to maintain the satellite attitude in a specific angle to the axis of maximum moment of inertia d the 
orientation wibh respect to Vhe earth or other body around 20 composite structure, and said angle is other than 90 de- 
which it is in orbit. For example, communication and grees. 
observation satellites must keep one side pointed earth- The basis for the ability of a single damper rod to PO- 
ward at all times. Initial proposals for stable orientation vide damping about all three of the orthogonal axes of 
of satellites were based upon motor-driven arrangements ,motion lies in the condition that the damper rod in 
of various types. g5 equilibnium position must be at  an angle other than 90 
It is well known that the force of gravity will cause degrees to  the axis of maximum moment of  inertia of . 
the axis of minimum moment of inertia of a satellite t o  the composite satellite structure. The puspose and result 
point toward the earth throughout the orbital path of the of t&e asymmetrical position of the damper rod is that 
satelliite. The axis o r  line which points t o  the earth o r  the qxis of maximvm moment of inertia of the main body, 
other body about which the satellite is orbiting will a h o  30 per w, will be skewed to the axis of maximum m m e n t  
be referred to *herein as the "local vertical." This phe- of inertia of  the composite body, As a result, inertial 
nomenon is caused by the fact that the f o ~ w  of gravity coupling is obtained and will insure relative motion be- 
diminishes as a function of the square of #he distance from tween the damper rod and the remainder of the satellite 
the earth. Use of this phenomenon has been p r o w #  regardless of the axis about which the satellite is dis- 
for orienbing satellites and is referred to as "gravity-gra- 3fi $a&, a s  will be hereinafter discussed in more detail. 
dient" orientation. It  is of course the damped relative motion between the 
The problem with gravity-gradient orientation is pri- d a m p  rod and the remainder of  the satellite whiuh dis- 
marily one of stabilization. When the satellite is dis- sipdes energy and damps out oscillations. 
turbed from its gravity oriented position, o r  before it The various objects .and features of advantage of the 
settles to such a position upon initial launuhing, the grav- 40 invention will be described in more detail in the follow- 
ity-gradient will exert an earth orienting torque tending ing detailed description wherein reference is made to 
to force the axis of minimum moment of inertia to point the accompanying draw&, in which: 
to  the earth. Similarly, gyroscopic forces will tend to FIG. 1 is a &agrammatic perspective sepresentation of 
force the axis of maximum moment of inertia into a posi- q6 sat&&@ to the invention in orbit around the 
tion normal to  the orbital plane. The difficulty arises 
from the fact that when the gravity-gradient and gyro- FIG. 2 is a view similar to  FIG, 1 but showing a slight- 
scopic orienting forces act on the satellite to orient the ly modified satelsite construction and omitting the earth; 
axes of minimum and maximum moment of .inertia they FIG. 3 b an enlarged cross sectional view through the 
imherently overcorrect. Thus, an oscillating condition is 50 satellite of FIG. 1 at  the location of the damper rod; 
set .up and will last relatively indefinitely because there is 
.FIG. 4 is a along line 4 - 4  of FIG. 3; 
substantially no damping force in space. PIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 2 but s'howiag another 
The problem of stabilization of gravity orieated sateL of &e satellite constmction; 
lites has been recognized in the past, and proposals have FIG, 6 is a view similar to FIG. 2 but showing the in- 
been made for solving the problem. One of the most in- 6s vention e d d i e d  in a spherical type of satellite; 
teresting proposals is a passive stabilization system in- FIG. 7 is a view similar t o  FIG. 6 but showing a sec- 
volving a plurality of damper rods ~ i v o t a l l ~  attached t o  ond spherical embodiment; and 
the satellite. Means are provided #or damping the mcil- FIG. 8 i,s a view similar to FIG, 6 but showing a &kd 
latory motion of each of the rods relative to  the sateMite. S#esal 
One of the damper rods is Positioned on the pitch mi3 G~ F) ~ftflarious drawing figures show a number of digerent 
to damp out oscillation about the 1-011 axis; One is p ~ s i -  &apes a satellite might embody within the practice of the 
tioned on t.he roll axis to damp out oxillation a b ~ t  invention. I t  should be understood that the spcific 
pitch axis; and both reds are interconnected so that rela- shafles shown in the drawings are merely by way of 
tive motion between them d i ~ ~ l p  out moli@n a b w  the example and are nd in any way intended as depicting ail 
yaw axis. Such a prior proposal is d e x r i k d  ia an &*cb bB possible shapes, Pmehee; it should be unrlemtsod %frat 
by Lawrence J. Karnm, entitled "An Improved Sablfite the main teaching of  the drawings i s  intended to be one 
Orientation Device," American Rocket Society fomnal, a£ mass distribution rather than a matter of specific ex- 
vol. 32, June 1962. ternal shapes. In other words, the drawings depict a 
It is an object of the present invention to prwfde a few of the exeraal sbaws a satellite might have if it were 
gravity-oriented satellite having an improved system. for 78 made from a homogenous solid material. It will become 
passive stabilization. apparent fmfn the following description and examples 
More speoifically an object of the invention is to pro- that the basic requirement is one of mass distribution, and 
3,282,532 
3 4 
that  the required disllibution tan be achieved with an axes. In addition, rod 7 must be skewed with respect to 
infintie v.lr,efy of external shapes. the centerline of the cylinder 4. 
Referrrng in nlore detail to the drawings, FIG. 1 de- The reason that the ciescribed type of configuration is 
picts a satellite d in orbit around the earth 2. For ref- damped about t ~ I I  three orthogonal axes whde using o~r ly  
elence purposes a segment of the orbital plane is included 5 one damper rod, Ires in the fact that the axis of minimum 
and labeled with the reference number 3. The complete moment of inertla of the damper rod, per se, is skewed 
sctellite construction comprises a cylindrical body 4, a relative to the orbital plane, and the axis of mauimunl 
pair of axis-forming rods 5 and 6 rigidly attached to body moment of inertia of the remainder of the satellite is 
4, and a damper rod 7 pivotally attached to body 4. The skewed relative to the orbital plane. The composite 
axis-forming rods 5 and 6 are aligned with each other 10 symmetry relative to the orbital plane; that is, the axes 
and project from opposite sides of the satellite body at sate'l'te structure must and does of course have inertial 
right angles to the center line of the cylinder 4. Obvi- of inertia 10 and 12 are, respectively, in and normal to 
ously, rods 5 and 6 co~ild be replaced by a single rod the orbital plane. The result of the inertial asymmetry 
extending through body 4. of the body 4 and rigidly attached rods 5 and 6 relative to 
As is well known by those skilled in the art, the fact 15 the orb~tal  plane is that oscillatory motions about all of 
that the force of gravity decreases with the square of the the three orthogonal axes are strongly coupled to each 
distance from the earth causes the axis of minimum mo- other. Tn this way motion about one orthogonal axis will 
ment of inertia of the satellite to point toward the earth. induce motion about all others. Thus, disturbance of the 
The mass and length of rods 5 and 6 are selected so that satellite about any of the orthogonal axes 10, 111 and 12 
the cornplete satellite structure will have a very pro- 20 will result in relative motion between the damper rod 7 
nounced axis of minimum moment of inertia and that and the body 4. This relative motion permits removal of 
such axis will be in line with rods 5 and 6. Thus, when the disturbance energy from the satellite structure 1 by 
satellite 1 is in orbit, the rods 5 and 6 will always tend to a damping connection between the rod 7 and body 4, as 
be aligned along the earth-pointing axis 10. Axis 10 is will now bedescribed. 
identified in a number of wals for different purposes. 25 Any suitable damping means can be employed to dissi- 
Thus, when the satellite is in orbit axis 10 is the yaw axis, pate energy through relative motion of the rod 7 and 
the axis about which yawing motion of the satellite takes body 4. One suitable arrangement comprises a circle of 
place. In addition, axis 10 is the local vertical and is horseshoe magnets 16 and a metal disk 17, as shown in 
thus the basis for defining local horizontal, namely at FIGS. 3 and 4. The magnets are bonded in a circular 
right angles to axis 10. Also, as previously stated axis 30 array inside the body 4, and the disk 17 is arranged for 
10 is the axis of minimum moment of inertia of the satel- rotary motion so that its outer portion cuts the field across 
11te. the poles of the magnets. More specifically disk 17 is 
In defining the conventional three orthogonal axes of mounted on a torsional ftexure pivot such as a coil spring 
angular motion of a moving body, the yaw axis 10 has 18. Disk 17 is firmly attached to the spring 18 so that 
already been defined. The roll axis is of course the same 35 when the disk turns it will twist the spring. Alternative- 
as the velocity vector of the satellite at any instant in its ly, the spring 18 could be replaaced by a taut wire. The 
orbital motion. The velocity vector and roll axis are damper rod 7 is integral with disk 17 and extends from 
identified by the reference number 11. The pitch axis opposite sides thereof through slots 20 in the wall of the 
is the axis through the center of the satellite at right body 4. 
angles to both the yaw axis and the roll axis, and is iden- 40 Oscillation of the satellite body 4 about any axis will 
tifed by the reference number 12. As is well known by cause the damper rod 7 to pivot about the axis of spring 
those skilled in the art, the dynamics of orbital motion 18. This motion causes disk 17 to  cut the magnetic fields 
cause the axis of maximum moment of inertia of an orbit- of magnets 16 which of course induces an electrical cur- 
ing body to align itself normal to the orbital plane. rent in the disk. As is well known by those skilled in the 
Thus, the axis of maximum moment of inertia of the corn- 4j art, the induced current will generate a magnetic field, 
posite satellite structure coincides with the pitch axis and and such field will buck the fields of magnets 16. AS a 
is given the same reference number 12. result, oscillation of disk 17 will be resisted and energy 
In order to accomplish the objectives of the invention, will be dissipated. The coil spring 18 will always bias 
the satellite must be constructed so that when the satellite the damper rod 7 to the equilibrium position shown in 
is in orbit the damper rod 7, in equilibrium position, will 50 FIGS. 1 and 3. 
be at an angle to the orbital plane 3, and that angle must As will be understood from the preceding description, 
be other than 90 degrees. This is another way of saying the invention requires that the satellite structure, other 
that the damper rod must be at an angle to the axis of than the damper rod or auxiliary body, have a n  axis of 
maximum moment of inertia of other than 90 degrees. minimum moment of inertia, and an axis of maximum 
Fortunately, the iforces caused by gravity and orbital mo- 55 moment of inertia. When this condition is fulfilled a 
tion will cause any shape satellite to be oriented with its damper rod or  other auxiliary body can bo added such 
axis of minimum moment of inertia aligned with the locat that the axis of maxinlum moment of inertia of the corn- 
vertical, and its axis of maximum moment of inertia nor- posite structure will not coincide w,ith either the axis 
ma1 to the orbital plane. Thus, the damper rod 7 can be of maximum moment of inertia of the remainder of the 
connected to the satellite body 4 in such a position that GO nor with any of the principal axes of 
when the satellite is in orbit the damper rod will be at an inertia of the damper rod or any other ,auxiliary body 
angle to the orbital plane. The desired result is achieved 
which might be enlployed. In this way the satellite, 
simply by placing the damper rod on the satellite body so 
that the composite satellite body and damper rod will than the damper rod, will travel in orbit wit-h its axis of 
have an axis of nlaxtmurn of inerlia 32 which is maximum moment of inertia skewed to the orbital plane, 
skewed to both the rod 7 and the axis of cylinder 4. and the damper rod will travel with its axis of minimurn 
the case of a cylindrically shaped body 4, the desired moment of inertia skewed the orbital plane. Thus, (he 
re\ult i s  uchieveci by ddding a damper rod 7 at some pmi- required inertial asymmetry is obtained so that inertial 
tlon other than in the plane which passes through the axis ooupling results and the damper rod will move with re- 
of the cylinder and through the axis of rods 5 and 6 .  If 70 spect to the remainder of the satellite whenever the satel- 
rod 7 were in tile plane which passes through the center of lite is displaced from its equilibrium position, regardless 
the cylinder 4 and through the axis of rods 5 and 6, then of the direction of the initlal displacing torque. The cylin- 
both the cylinder 4 and the damper rod 7 would tie in the drca! shape for the satellite body as shown in FIGS. I ,  2 
orbital plane and satisfactory damping would not be and 5 is presented as one preferred embodiment because 
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sairl ddnlpei t-iody to an  equii~briur~r poiitioil in wiilch 5 body poitrorr IS skcwed ~ i l h  respect to th: plarie of said 
said body IS a i  ;In angle ti, $,lid fiist a x ~ s  and at an angle orbit 
other t h ~ t i  90 degrees to qald second axis 14 k space aareii~re stiucture cuinprising a main body 
9. A space satell~te structure as clalmed in claim 8 in portion hav~ng  an axts of niaxlmum moment of Inertia 
w h ~ r h  said single plane is normal to sald plane at ilghl and an 3x1s of rninit~iuni 111ornent of inertia, a danrper 
anglzs to the first aurs. body por t~on havrng an axis of minimum moment of 
10. A space satellrte structure as claimed in claim 8 in inel tia, sard main body portion and said damper body 
which said single plane is at an angle other than 90 portion being ~nterconnected so that when sald satellite is 
tfrgrees to said plane at light angles to the fils1 axis. in orbit aiound a body having a gravitational field, sard 
f 3 .  A space satellite structure compris~ng a main body axls of inaximum moment of iner-tra is skewed with re- 
oortlon havrng an  avls of rnaxlmum moment of inertla 15 spect to the plane of o r b ~ t  and s a d  axrb of mlnrmurn 
and an axts of minrmum moment of inertla, a damper moment of inertla of sald danlpel body portion is skewed 
body portlon connected to said nlarn portLon for relative wrth respect to sard orb~ta l  plane. 
movement therebetween, and s a d  nialn and damper por- 
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